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In this paper we consider the question of the long time behavior of solutions of
 .the initial value problem for evolution equations of the form durdt q Au t s
  ..F u t in a Banach space where A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic
semigroup and F is a nonlinear function such that the initial value problem
possesses nonglobal solutions for some initial data. We give sufficient conditions to
w w .xensure that global solutions on 0, ` are necessarily bounded in a suitable norm.
We give several examples of problems to which the abstract result applies. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we revisit, in an abstract setting, a problem first discussed
w xin 20 , in connection with solutions of the following initial-boundary value
problem:
< < py1u s Du q u u , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .t
u s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  . 1.1 .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V . .  .0
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Here V ; R N is a bounded, convex domain and u G 0. It was shown in0
w x  .  .20 that if 1 - p F N q 2 rN, global solutions of 1.1 are necessarily
 .  .uniformly bounded while if N ) 2 and p G N q 2 r N y 2 , there exist
 . wunbounded, global, nontrivial solutions of 1.1 . In this latter case, the
global unbounded solutions are weak, in general. Under some additional
 .  .assumptions they are classical if p s N q 2 r N y 2 but they blow up in
`  .  . w x xfinite time in the L -norm if p ) N q 2 r N y 2 ; see 9 . The result
w x w xfrom 20 was extended in 4 where it was shown that global solutions are
 .  .bounded if N s 1, 2 or if 1 - p - N q 2 r N y 2 without the restric-
tion of convexity on the domain or any restriction on the sign of u . Under0
the same assumptions on p, an a-priori bound for global nonnegative
 . w xsolutions of 1.1 , was established in 10 . Of course, it is well known that if
1 12 pq1
I u ' =u x dx y u x dx - 0, 1.2 .  .  .  .H H0 0 02 p q 1V V
whatever the sign of the initial function, i.e., if the potential energy is
w xnegative, then the solution cannot be global 15 . On the other hand, if
p s 1, all solutions are global while some of them grow exponentially in
time if the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian is less than one.
w x w xLater a number of authors extended results of 20 and 4 to more
general problems of the form:
u s Dw u q F u , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .  .  .t
u s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  . 1.3 .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
w xsee 6, 17, 18, 23 , for example, and problems where the forcing term
occurs in the boundary condition such as
u s Du , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .t
­ u
s F u , x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .  .
­ n
1.4 .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
w x w x wwhere ­r­ n denotes the outer normal derivative; see 7 and 17 . For
 .  .  . pboth 1.3 and 1.4 with F u s u , p ) 1, it is known that when the
potential energy is initially negative, the corresponding solutions cannot be
w x xglobal in time. See 16 for references.
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Results on boundedness of global solutions of a more complex problem
of the form:
u s Du y au p , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .t
­ u
qs u , x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .
­ n
u x , 0 s u x G 0, x g V , .  .0
w xcan be found in 5 . Here a ) 0 and p, q ) 1.
Boundedness of global solutions of the Cauchy problem,
< < py1 Nu s Du q u u , x , t g R = 0, ` , .  .t
u x , 0 s u x , x g R N , .  .0
w x w xwas studied in 14 and 22 .
w xIt is the purpose of this paper to extend the results of 4, 6, 17, 20 to the
standard initial value problem for semilinear evolution in a Banach space.
That is, we consider problems of the form:
du
s yAu t q F u t , t g 0, T , .  .  . .
dt 1.5 .
u 0 s u , . 0
in a Banach space where A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic
semigroup and F is a nonlinear function such that the initial value
problem sometimes possesses nonglobal solutions. We give sufficient con-
ditions on the Banach space structure, on A and on F to ensure that
w w .xglobal solutions on 0, ` are necessarily bounded in a suitable norm.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we formulate the
abstract problem. Then, in Section 3, we state and prove our central
theorem. Finally, in Section 4, we give some examples.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We assume the following:
 .  .H1 H is a Hilbert space with scalar product ?, ? andH
 .A : D A ª H is a positive self-adjoint linear operator on a denseH
 .subspace D A ; H.H
 .H2 The operator A is sectorial in a reflexive Banach space X.
 .  .H3 Re s A G m ) 0.X
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 .H4 The following inclusions hold and are continuous:
Y ' D A1r2 ¨ X 9 and H ¨ X . .H
 . a  a .H5 The space X ' D A is compactly embedded in Y forX
some a - 1.
 .H6 F : Y ª X is locally Lipschitz continuous.
a  .Remark 1. Let u g X where a is as in H5 . The assumption on A0
and F we have made so far permit us to conclude that on an interval
w  ..  .  .0, T u where T u F q` there exists a unique solution of 1.5 in the0 0
w xsense of 12 which satisfies the variation of constants formula,
t yA tu t s S t u q S t y h F u h dh , S t ' e , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .H0
0
 .on the existence interval. Moreover, if T u - q` then u blows up in0
the sense that
alim sup u t s q`. . X
 .tªT u0
Our next assumptions are:
 .H7 There exists a continuous functional F : Y ª R such that
1 25 5I ¨ ' ¨ y F ¨ , .  .Y2
 .is decreasing along nonstationary solutions of 1.5 ; that is,
I u s - I u t , 0 - t - s - T u , .  .  . .  . 0
 .if u does not satisfy the equation yAu q F u s 0.0
 . aH8 There exist positive constants r, C such that for all x g X ,r
5 5 2q r :x , F x y r q 2 F x G C x . .  .  . HX 9 , X r
We also need an additional property of the solution which we are unable
to establish from the structure conditions which we have so far written
down. We incorporate it in a definition.
 .DEFINITION 1. We say that a solution satisfies the weak form of 1.5 if
w  .. a . 1  .. a .the following holds: For every w g C 0, T u , X l C 0, T u , X ,0 0
we have
w t , u t y w 0 , u .  .  . .  .H 0 H
dwt
s h , u h y w h , u h .  .  .  . .H Y /dt0 H
 :q w h , F u h dh , 0 - t - T u . 2.2 .  .  .  . . X 9 , X 0
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The following assumptions on the spaces X, H and on the operator A
 .imply that a solution satisfies 2.2 of Definition 1.
 .H9 For every x, y g Y we have
 :x , y s x , y . .X 9 , X H
 . 1H10 for every x g X we have
 : 5 5 2x , Ax s x .X 9 , X Y
These permit us to carry out the same kind of computations in an
 .abstract setting that is done classically to derive 2.2 . They hold in the
examples below.
3. MAIN RESULT
 .Throughout this section we assume that u ? is a global solution in the
 .sense that we may take T u s q`. We shall also assume that the0
solution satisfies the conditions in Definition 1 or that the extra structure
conditions given following that definition are in force.
 .  .LEMMA 1. If u ? is a global solution of 1.5 , then there exist positi¨ e
constants K, k such that
sup u t t G 0 F K and lim inf u t s k - `. .  . 4H Y
tª`
 . 5  .5 2Proof. The proof is quite easy. Set f t s u t and take w s u inH
 .Definition 1. Then using the resulting expression to calculate f 9 t , we find
that
2  :f 9 t s y u t q u t , F u t . .  .  .  . .Y X 9 , X
 .  .Multiplying the inequality in H7 by r q 2 and using H8 we obtain
r 2 1qrr2f 9 t G u t y r q 2 I u q r q 2 C f t . .  .  .  .  .  .Y 0 r2
Therefore,
I u .01qrr2f t F ' K , .
Cr
and
22lim inf u t F 2 1 q I u ' k , .  .Y 0 /rtª`
otherwise we contradict global existence.
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 .The next lemma makes use of 2.1 .
 .LEMMA 2. If u is a global solution of 1.5 and
0 F k ' lim inf u t - lim sup u t s q`. .  .Y Y
tªq` tªq`
Then for e¨ery B 4 0, the v-limit set of u contains a solution of
0 s yAw q F w 3.1 .  .
5 5with w s B.Y
w xProof. The proof is essentially the same as that in 6 in the concrete
 4`case. By hypothesis, it is possible to choose a sequence t withn ns1
t ª q` such that the following three conditions are satisfied:n
 . 5  .5a u t s B;Yn
 . 5  .5 w xb u t F B for t g t , t ;Y 2 n 2 nq1
 .  4  . 5  .5g There is a sequence s with s g t , t such that u s Yn n 2 n 2 nq1 n
F k q 1.
 . w xChoose a such that H5 holds. We have from 12 , Theorem 1.4.3 that
there are constants C , s ) 0 such that for t ) t ,a
ya ys  tyt .
aS t u t F C t y t e u t . 3.2 .  .  .  .  .X Xa
 . aSince the semigroup S ? is uniformly bounded on Y and X ¨ Y, from
 .  .2.1 and 3.2 , we have the estimate
t ya2nq1u t F M u s q M t y s F u s ds .  .  .  . .H X2 nq1 n 2 nq1Y Y
sn
for some constant M ) 0. In view of our hypotheses on F, it follows that
5   .5 w x  .F u t is bounded uniformly on t , t by some constant C B .X 2 n 2 nq1
 .Hence, from a , g we have
1yat y t .2 nq1 2 n
B F M k q 1 q CM . .
1 y a
 .Consequently, t y t G d ) 0 for some d if we take B ) M k q 1 .2 nq1 2 n
Therefore,
yaÄu t F Md u ta .  .2 nq1 2 nq1ydX X
t ya2nq1Äq M t y s F u s ds. 3.3 .  .  . .H X2 nq1
t yd2nq1
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 . aSince the right-hand side of 3.3 is bounded and X is compactly
  .4imbedded in Y, it follows that we can extract from u t a convergent2 nq1
 .in Y subsequence which converges to an element in the v-limit set of the
 .  .solution. From the flow invariance property of v u as well as H7 , we0
 .see by a standard argument that v u must consist entirely of equilibria.0
From these two lemmas we obtain our principle theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions H1 ] H8 , e¨ery global solution of
 .  .1.5 which satisfies 2.2 is bounded in the sense that
asup u t 0 F t - q` - q`. . 4X
Proof. First we show by contradiction that
sup u t 0 F t - q` - q`. 3.4 .  . 4Y
 .Suppose that 3.4 fails. Then, from Lemma 1, it follows that the hypothe-
ses of Lemma 2 are satisfied. We have, since w is a stationary solution,
from Definition 1 with w s w that
5 5 2  :w s F w , w .Y X , X 9
and consequently,
2 q r I u G 2 q r I w .  .  .  .0
r 2 25 5 5 5G w q w y r q 2 F w .  .Y Y2
r 25 5  :G w q F w , w y r q 2 F w .  .  .Y X , X 92
r r2 25 5G w s BY2 2
for all sufficiently large B which is a contradiction.
 .  .From 2.1 and H3 we obtain
t ya ym s
a5 5au t F M u q M t y s e F u s ds, .  .  . .X HX X0
0
 .and the conclusion follows from 3.4 .
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4. EXAMPLES
Here we give some examples to which the above theory applies.
4.1. Higher order semilinear parabolic equations
Here we consider the problem
m
u s y yD u q g u x , t , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .  .  . .t
Bu s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  . 4.1 .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
where V ; R N is a smoothly bounded domain, m is a positive integer, and
where Bu s 0 refers to any set of boundary conditions for which A '
m 2 m 2 .  .  .yD , defined on C V has a positive, self-adjoint extension in L V .
We assume that the point function g, defined on R is continuously
differentiable and satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .A1 There exist r, C ) 0 such that for u g R, we have ug u yr
 .  . < < 2q r  .  .r q 2 G u G C u where G9 u s g u .r
 .   ..A2 If N s 2m, then for some q g 0, Nr N y 1 and C ) 0, weq
<  . < < u < q < <have g 9 u F C e for all sufficiently large u .q
 .   .  ..A3 If N ) 2m, then for some q g 0, N q 2m r N y 2m and
<  . <  < < qy1 . < <C ) 0, we have g 9 u F C u q 1 for all sufficiently large u .q q
2 .Under all circumstances we take A as above and H s L V . Our
abstract results apply to this case if the spaces are chosen as follows:
 . qq1.r q .  .1 Suppose N ) 2m. In this case we take X s L V , D AX
 2 m , qq1.r q . 4 w xs u g W V ¬ Bu s 0 . It is known 21 that the closure of A
generates an analytic semigroup on X. Moreover, the fractional power
a m , 2 .spaces X are compactly imbedded in Y ' W V if
q N q 2m q 2m y N .
a ) .
4m q q 1 .
 .  . .The assumption A3 guarantees that F : Y ª X given by F u x s
  ..g u x is locally Lipschitz continuous.
 .  .  2 m , 2 .2 Suppose N F 2m. In this case we take D A s u g W VX
1a 1r24¬ Bu s 0 , X s H. Again X is compactly imbedded in Y s X if a ) 2
 . .   ..and F : Y ª X given by F u x s g u x is locally Lipschitz continuous.
 .The Lipschitz continuity is obvious if N - 2m since then Y ¨ C V . If
 .N s 2m we use A2 and the Orlicz]Sobolev imbedding
W m , 2 V ¨ L V , c s s e sNrNy1.. y 1; .  .  .c
w xsee 11 , for example.
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 .It is well known that H7 is satisfied for
F u ' G u x dx , G9 u s g u , .  .  .  . .H
V
 .  .  .  .and the assumption A1 implies H8 . Also, H9 and H10 are easily
seen to hold.
 .Theorem 1 yields that every global solution u of 4.1 is bounded in the
a  .X -norm. Using 2.1 and a standard bootstrap argument one can then
w x w xobtain that u is also uniformly bounded. The results from 20 and 9
 .mentioned in the Introduction imply that our result as applied to 4.1 is
 . < < py1sharp if m s 1, g u s u , and Bu s u.
4.2. A nonlocal problem with conser¨ ed mass
Here we consider the problem
1
u s Du q g u x , t y g u x , t dx , .  . .  .Ht < <V V
x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .
4.2 .
­ u
s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .
­ n
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
< < Nwhere V denotes the Lebesgue measure of V in R .
 .Blow-up and global existence for 4.2 with
12g u s u , N s 1, V s 0, 1 , u x dx s 0, .  .  .H 0
0
w x  .was studied in 3 . A large data blow-up result for 4.2 with
< < py1g u s u u , p ) 1, N G 1, u x dx s 1, .  .H 0
V
w xwas proved in 13 .
We again assume that the growth of g is subcritical in the sense that
 .  .  .A2 and A3 hold for m s 1. Instead of the superlinearity condition A1
we now assume:
 .A1 For every g g R there exist r, C , K ) 0 such that forg r , g r , g
u g R, we have
< < 2q ru y g g u y r q 2 G u y K G C u , .  .  .  . .r , g r , g
u
G u s g ¨ d¨ . .  .H
0
 . < < py1This assumption is satisfied for g u s u u, p ) 1.
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 .In order to apply our results to 4.2 we first note that
u x , t dx s u x dx ' u , 0 - t - T u , .  .  .H H 0 0 0
V V
 .  .  .therefore ¨ x, t ' u x, t y u satisfies H ¨ x, t dx s 0 and0 V
1
¨ s D¨ q g ¨ q u y g ¨ q u dx , .  .Ht 0 0< <V V
x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .
4.3 .
­ ¨
s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .
­ n
¨ x , 0 s u x y u , x g V . .  .0 0
2  . 4Now we choose H s ¨ g L V ¬ ¨ s 0 and X s H if N s 1, 2, other-
qq1.r1  . 4wise X s ¨ g L V ¬ ¨ s 0 . Then A s yD with
­ ¨
2, 2D A s ¨ g W V ¨ s 0, x s 0, x g ­ V .  .  .H  5­ n
and
­ ¨
2, qq1.r1D A s ¨ g W V ¨ s 0, x s 0, x g ­ V , N ) 2, .  .  .X  5­ n
 .is positive on H and Re s A G m ) 0.X
 .  .It is not too hard to see that for 4.3 the hypothesis H7 is satisfied if
< <F ¨ ' G ¨ x dx y V K . .  . .H r , g
V
 .For this choice of F, the assumption A1 with g s u will imply thatg 0
 .H8 holds for some constants that depend on u .0
We choose a as in the previous example with m s 1 and Theorem 1
can be applied.
4.3. A nonlocal problem moti¨ ated by the Hartree]Fock theory of plasma
Here we consider the problem
u2 y , t .
u s Du y p x u q u x , t dy , .  .Ht < <x y yV
x , t g V = 0, ` , .  . 4.4 .
u s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
3  .where V ; R is a smoothly bounded domain and p g C V , p G 0.
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 . w xGlobal existence and blow-up of solutions of 4.4 were studied in 24
3  .for V s R . Global nonexistence of solutions of 4.4 for large initial data
w xwas discussed in 15 in the case p ' 0 and V bounded.
2 .To apply Theorem 1 we choose H s X s L V and Au s yDu q pu
 .  2, 2 .  . 4with D A s u g W V ¬ u x s 0, x g ­ V . Using Schwarz's inequal-
ity, a straightforward computation yields that the mapping
u2 y .
1, 2F : Y s W V ª X , F u x ' u x dy .  .  .  .H < <x y yV
 .is locally Lipschitz continuous. The hypothesis H7 is satisfied for
1 u2 x u2 y .  .
F u ' dx dy. . H H < <4 x y yV V
 .  .The condition H8 holds for r s 2. Theorem 1 applies now to 4.4 for any
1 .a g , 1 .2
4.4. A nonlocal problem moti¨ ated by a model of shear banding
Here we consider the problem
u s Du q f G u dx g u , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .  .  .Ht  /
V
u s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
where G9 s g and V ; R N is a smoothly bounded domain.
 .  . u  . yp w xWith G u s g u s e and f ¨ s ¨ , this problem was studied in 2
w xfor p s 1 and in 1 for 0 - p F 1, N s 1, 2. More general nonlinearities
w xwere considered in 8 .
1 .  .  .Here we assume that g g C R satisfies A2 and A3 with m s 1 and
f : R ª R is locally Lipschitz continuous.
 .  .We choose H, X, A, D A , and D A as in Example 4.1 with m s 1.H X
 .The hypothesis H7 is satisfied for
F u ' F G u x dx , F9 s f . .  . .H /
V
Let us assume:
 . 1, 2 .A1 There exist r, C ) 0 such that for u g W V , we havef r
5 5 2q rf G u dx ug u dx y r q 2 F G u dx G C u . .  .  .  .H H H Hr /  /
V V V
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Then all hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied with a chosen as in
Example 4.1. As an example of a pair of functions g, f for which
 .  .  .  .A2 , A3 with m s 1 and A1 hold, we can takef
< < py1g u s u u , p G 1, N y 2 p - N q 2 , .  .  .
and
1 y pq
< <f ¨ s ¨ q 1 , q ) . .  .
1 q p
Remark 2. We are currently investigating the question of the bounded-
ness of global solutions of abstract initial value problems for evolution
equations of the form
d b u . .
q A u t s F u t 4.5 .  .  . .  .
dt
in a Banach space where now b and A as well as F are nonlinear
functions such that the initial value problem possesses nonglobal solutions
 .for some initial data. Our goal is to obtain results of the same type for 4.5
 .as we have for 1.5 . In this framework, results concerning the bounded-
 .ness of global solutions for problems of the form 1.3 or of the form
< <u s = ? w =u =u q F u , x , t g V = 0, ` , .  .  .  . .t
u s 0, x , t g ­ V = 0, ` , .  . 4.6 .
u x , 0 s u x , x g V , .  .0
would then fall into a common abstract framework just as do many of the
wexamples in the literature or those above. The question of the nonexis-
 . w x xtence of global, unbounded solutions for 4.6 was studied in 19 .
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